For more than forty years, the hydrogen molecule has served as a prototype for theoretical studies of the electronic structure of molecules.
·1
Since the work of James and Coolidge, who in essencesolved the problem ~ initio, most of the calculations carried out on H2 have had as their purpose the testing of some particular method for the description of electronic structure. Unfortunately, there has been no comparable prototype for studies of the electronic structure of solids. This problem is of course due to the fact that, 2 3 prior to the very recent work of Harris and co-workers,' there had been no tru1y~ initio calculations carried out on solids. It has been suggested many times 4 that the most logical prototype for the electronic structure of solids would be a one-dimensional array of hydrogen atoms. It sel?ms clear that accurate ab ini tio calculations on one-dimensional hydrogen would fill the need for a benchmark, with which to comp-are approximate methods for the calculation of energy bands and other electronic properties of. solids. In addition it should be pointed out that in recent years a significant amount of interest S -7
has developed in the properties of the thus-far hypothetical substance, metallic hydrogen.
In the present research we have attempted to treat one-dimensional hydrogen as a large mOlecule. exp (-l;r) , where r; is the orbital exponent or scale factor, was centered on each H atom. Further, each Slater function was approximated as a linear combination of four gaussian 8 . functions.
For the hydrogen atom in its ground state, this ap~ proximation yields a total energy of -0.49928 hartrees, while the exact result in these units is -0.5 hartrees. In general one does not expect such a "minimum basis set" to yield p~rticularly reliable 9 ab initio results. However, for H systems, such a basis yields n surprisingly low total energies, especially if the energy is minimized -3-at each geomct.ry ~",ith rc~:;pcct to the orbital exponent s. Table I indicates that a decidedly finite ring of hydrogen atoms can effectively simulate one-dimensional metCillic hydrogen. "Hot..· many" atoms are required depends on the accuracy one demands for the predicted properties. The two most· important properties illustrated in Table I The goal of the preso;~nt research was to make an ~ priori (Le., without reference to experiment) prediction of the cohesive energy of one-dimensional metallic hydrogen. To do this we must evaluate a) the difference between the SCF energies shown in Table I As a first step in evaluating the correlation energy of H 14 ,
we carried out 8-configuration SCF calculations using the method 11 developed by Hunt, Dunning, and Goddard.
The orbitals resulting from these seven configuration calculations are automatically 12 localized . and are best discussed with reference to Figure 1 .
There it is seen that a localized description of the H14 Hartree:
Fockwave function involves seven equivalent orbitals lb, 2b, 3b, 4b, 5b, 6b, 70, where "b" signifies a bonding orbital with amplitude 
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